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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/18/2024

Description 2024 Gulf Stream RV Conquest Class C 63111, Gulf Stream Conquest Class C gas
motorhome 63111 highlights: Two Slide Outs Bunk Beds Bunk Over Cab
Jackknife Sofa Wardrobe Looking for space for everyone and everything on your
next road trip? With this Conquest Class C gas motorhome, you will find exterior
and interior storage throughout including a bedroom wardrobe, overhead
cabinets, and exterior basement storage. You will find sleeping space on the RV
queen bed in the private bedroom, the set of bunk beds across from the
bathroom, and the bunk over the cab. Additional sleeping space can be created
when you maneuver the jackknife sofa and booth dinette into place. If you enjoy
cooking, the kitchen has what you need with its flip-up countertop for more prep
space and its three-burner range for sautéing your stir fry. Each one of these Gulf
Stream RV Conquest Class C gas motorhomes is built with a Cradle of Strength®
on either the Ford E350 or E450 chassis depending on the model! Their
construction also consists of a welded aluminum perimeter frame, a seamless
EPDM rubber roof, and a high-gloss fiberglass exterior with Azdel synthetic
substrate in the walls to prevent rotting. The included Conquest Luxury package
comes with high-performance vinyl flooring throughout for an easier clean, all
stainless steel appliances, and an AM/FM/CD stereo with built-in monitor and
back-up camera. It also adds exterior conveniences like upgraded exterior
lighting, upgraded exterior graphics, a friction-hinge entry door, and an electric
awning with LED lights to relax under whether day or night! Call, Click, Text or Visit
Us Today at Little Dealer Little Prices RV a Campers Inn RV Company and Find
Your Away! Stock 360 Tour & Stock Images may be shown. Colors & Specs may
vary.
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 93059
VIN Number: 34949-93059
Condition: New
Length: 31
GVW: 14500
Sleeps: 9
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Mesa, Arizona, United States
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